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Abstract

We study the endomorphism ring of a quasi-injective right i?-module Q such that R satisfies
certain finiteness conditions relative to Q. And we are concerned with a module sHomR(Af, Q),
where S is the endomorphism ring of QR

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): primary 16 A 52; secondary 16 A
65.

1. Introduction

Endomorphism rings of £ (respectively A)-(quasi-)injective modules over an as-
sociative ring with identity have been studied mainly by Faith and Nastasescu
(refer to [4], [10], [2], and so on). An injective right i?-module Q is said to be E
(respectively A)-injective if the lattice of all Q-closed right ideals of R, that is,
CQ(R) = {/R C RR\R/I is Q-torsionless} is noetherian (respectively artinian).
Faith has shown in [4] that the endomorphism ring of a finitely generated £
(respectively A)-injective right .ft-module is a right perfect (respectively a left
artinian) ring. Moreover, Nastasescu has shown in [10] that (1) the endomor-
phism ring End(Qfl) of a E (respectively A)-injective right i?-module Q which
has a finitely generated i?-submodule Q' such that HornR{Q/Q',Q) = (0) (in
particular, of a finitely generated £ (respectively A)-injective right i?-module
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[2] Quasi-injective modules 351

Q), is a semi-primary (respectively a left ar t inian) ring, and (2) if Q is a noethe-
rian or artinian, A-injective right i?-module, then End(Qj j ) , the endomorphism
ring of Q R , is a left ar t inian ring and Biend (Qi?), the biendomorphism ring of
Q R , is a right ar t inian ring.

In the present paper we shall generalize those results t o the case where Q R is
quasi-injective. For this purpose we shall introduce the concepts of Q-noetherian,
Q-artinian and Q-finitely generated modules with respect t o any right i?-module
Q. And we shall show tha t when Q is a quasi-injective right .ff-module wi th
S = End(Qfl) and M is a Q-finitely generated (in part icular , finitely generated)
right .ff-module such t h a t Q is M-injective, then (1) if R R is Q-noetherian,
sHomf l (M, Q) is coperfect (Theorem 4.1), (2) if R R is Q-art inian, s H o m / j ( M , Q)
is noetherian (Theorem 4.4), and (3) if R R is b o t h Q-noether ian and Q-art inian,
s H o m j j ( M , Q) has finite length (Theorem 4.6). As these applications, we shall
show tha t when Q is a quasi-injective, Q-finitely generated (in part icular , finitely
generated) right i?-module with S = End(QR), then (1) if RR is Q-noetherian,
then S is a semi-primary ring (Theorem 4.2), (2) if R R is Q-art inian, then S is
a left noetherian ring (Corollary 4.5), and (3) if R R is bo th Q-noetherian and
Q-artinian, then 5 is a left ar t inian ring (Corollary 4.8). In addit ion, we shall
show tha t if Q is a noether ian or ar t inian, quasi-injective right .R-module such
that RR is Q-artinian, then End(Qfl) is a left artinian ring and Biend(Qs) is
a right artinian ring (Theorems 4.12 and 4.13). In the sequel, in Section 5 we
shall be concerned with endomorphism rings of (quasi-)projective, quasi-injective
modules satisfying some finiteness conditions.

2. Preliminaries

Let R be an associative ring with identity and Mod-i? the category of all
unital right i?-modules. For M,Q € Mod-i?, M is said to be Q-torsion if
Homij(M, Q) = (0), and said to be Q-torsionless if M is embeddable in a direct
product of copies of Q. An .ff-submodule L of M is said to be a Q-closed sub-
module of M if M/L is Q-torsionless. The set of all Q-closed submodules of M
is denoted by CQ(M) throughout this paper. It is well known that L G CQ(M)
if and only if L = Ann A/ (Ann M- (L)), where M* — HOTCIR(M,Q). We set
TQ(M) = AnnM(M*) = { i £ M\f(x) = 0 for all f e M* = EomR(M,Q)} for
M,Q € Mod-i?. Clearly, TQ (M) is the smallest Q-closed submodule of M. By
setting LAAT = LnN and (LvN)/(L+N) = TQ(M/(L+N)) for L, N € CQ{M),
we can give a lattice structure to CQ(M). We set ^(Q) = {M € Mod-i?|Q is
M-injective} for any Q 6 Mod-i?. If Q 6 ^(Q), Q is said to be quasi-injective,
and if *(Q) = Mod-i?, Q is injective. The following result is well known.
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LEMMA 2 . 1 . $!(Q) is closed under taking submodules, homomorphic images
and direct sums.

If CQ(R) = {IR C RR\I = A n n ^ ( X ) for some subset X of Q } satisfies the

A C C (respectively DCC) , then QR is said to be a £ (respectively A)-module for

any Q e Mod-i2. If an (a quasi-)injective right i2-module Q is a £ (respectively

A)-module, Q is said to be E (respectively A)-(quasi-)injective. For M e Mod-i?,

let End(Mfl) denote the endomorphism ring of MR and Biend(M#) the biendo-

morphism ring of MR, t h a t is, Biend(Mij) = E n d ( s M ) , where 5 = End(Mfl) .

Any homomorphism will be wri t ten on the side opposite to the scalars. For

M € Mod-i?, Mn denotes the direct sum of n-copies of MR. The ACC (respec-

tively DCC) denotes the ascending (respectively descending) chain condition.

3. Q-noetherian modules and Q-artinian modules

Let E be an injective right ^-module and / = {IR C RR\KOIIIR(R/I,E) =
(0)}. Then / is a Gabriel topology on R associated with a hereditary torsion
theory defined by E. In [11], [8] and [1], Nastasescu-Nita-Albu have defined
and studied /-noetherian and /-artinian modules and rings. In this section we
shall define and study Q-noetherian and Q-artinian modules in case QR is not
necessarily an injective module.

DEFINITIONS. Let M, Q e Mod-i2.
(1) M is said to be Q-noetherian (respectively Q-artinian) if, for each ascend-

ing (respectively descending) chain

Mi C M2 C M3 C • • • (respectively Mt D M2 2 M3 D • • •)

of i?-submodules of M, there exists an integer k > 1 such that Mi+i/Mi (respec-
tively Mj/Mj+i) is Q-torsion for all i > k. A ring R is said to be Q-noetherian
(respectively Q-artinian) if RR is Q-noetherian (respectively Q-artinian).

(2) If A is a non-empty set of i2-submodules of M, ./V € A is said to be a
Q-maximal (respectively Q-minimat) element in A if, for each N' € A such that
N C N' (respectively N' C N), N'/N (respectively N/N') is Q-torsion.

(3) M is said to be Q-finitely generated if there exists a finitely generated
i2-submodule M' of M such that M/M' is Q-torsion.

If Q is a cogenerator in Mod-i2, each Q-noetherian (respectively Q-artinian)
module is exactly a noetherian (respectively artinian) module. When Q is an
injective right i2-module cogenerating a hereditary torsion theory associated with
a Gabriel topology 7, these definitions are identified with those of 7-noetherian,
7-artinian, /-maximal, /-minimal and /-finitely generated modules in the sense
of Nastasescu-Ni^a-Albu.
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LEMMA 3 . 1 . LetME * ( Q ) . If M is Q-torison, then M is both Q-noether-

ian and Q-artinian.

PROOF. Let M i C M2 C M3 C • • • be any ascending chain of /2-submodules

of M . Since M is Q-torsion, M/Mk is Q-torsion, too, for all k > 1. Since

€ ^ ( Q ) by Lemma 2.1, every i?-submodule of M/Mi, in part icular

is Q-torsion by [6, Lemma 2.1]. Hence-Af is Q-noetherian. Simi-

larly, M is Q-artinian.

LEMMA 3.2. Let us consider the following conditions.
(1) M 13 Q-noetherian.
(2) Each non-empty set of R-submodules of M has a Q-maximal element.
(3) CQ(M) is a noetherian lattice.
(4) Each R-submodule of M is Q-finitely generated. Then we have the impli-

cations, (1) => (2) and (2) =>• (3). In addition, if M € *(Q), all four conditions
are equivalent.

PROOF. The implications, (1) =>• (2) and (2) =*• (3) can be proved in the
same manner as in the proof of [2, Proposition 6.1]. Next, assume that Q is
M-injective.

(3) =>• (4). Suppose that M has a submodule N which is not Q-finitely
generated. Choose xi € N with xi / 0. Then N/x\R is not Q-torsion, and
so in particular N/xiR ^ (0). Hence there exists x? e N such that x\R ^
xiR + x%R and {x\R + X2R)/xiR is not Q-torsion. For, since N/x\R € *(Q)
by Lemma 2.1, TQ(N/XIR) is Q-torsion by [6, (2) of Lemma 2.1], and hence
TQ(N/XIR) ^ N/x\R. Hence for each X? + XiR £ TQ(N/XIR), there exists
/ € Homii(N/xiR, Q) such that /(12 + x\R) ^ 0. So the restriction of / onto
(xiR + X2R)/x\R is not a zero map. Hence (x\R + X2R)/xiR is not Q-torsion.
And then, N/(xiR + x^R) is not Q-torsion. Continuing the same argument, we
are able to find a strictly ascending chain of .ft-submodules of M,

x2R § x^R -t- x2R + x3R § • • •

such tha t Nk+i/Nk is not Q-torsion for all k > 1, where JV* = x\R + x2R +

• • • + XkR- Let us pu t N!/Ni = TQ(M/Ni) for each integer i. Then we get

an ascending chain of elements of CQ{M),N[ C N^ C N'3 C •• •. Suppose

N[ = Nl+1 for some i. Then Ni+1/Ni C N<+1/Ni = N</Ni. By using Lemma

2.1 and [6, Lemma 2.1], since N^/Ni is Q-torsion, so is also Ni+i/Ni. This is

a contradiction. Consequently, we have iV,' ^ ^V,'+i f ° r all * > 1, and which

contradicts the assumption (3).

(4) => (1). Let M i C M2 C M3 C • • • be an ascending chain of R-

submodules of M. Since N = U i ^ i Mi is Q-finitely generated, then there exist
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xi,X2,...,xn € N such t ha t N/(xiR H h xnR) is Q-torsion. On the other

hand, there exists an integer k such tha t X\R H 1- xnR Q Mk, so N/Mk+j is

Q-torsion for all j > 0. Since N/Mk+j € * ( Q ) by Lemma 2.1, Mk+j+i/Mk+j

is Q-torsion according to [6, (1) of Lemma 2.1]. Hence M is Q-noetherian.

LEMMA 3.3. Let us consider the following conditions.
(1) M is Q-artinian.
(2) Each non-empty set of R-submodules of M has a Q-minimal element.
(3) CQ{M) is an artinian lattice.
Then the implications (1) =5> (2) and (2) =>• (3) hold. In addition, if M €

all three conditions are equivalent.

PROOF. The implications, (1) =>• (2) and (2) => (3) can be proved in the
same manner as in the proof of [2, Proposition 6.2]. Next, assume that Q is
M-injective.

(3) =>• (1). Let L\ 2 Li D L$ D • • • be a descending chain of .R-submodules
of M. Put L'JLi = TQ(M/Li) for each integer i. Then we have the descending
chain of elements of CQ{M),L\ ~3 L'2 ~3 L'3 D •• •. By the assumption (3),
there exists an integer k such that L'k = L'k+1 — L'k+2 = • • •. For each i >
k, Li/Li+t C L'jLi+1 = L'i+1/Li+1 = TQ(M/Li+1). Since M/Li+l € *(Q) by
Lemma 2.1, TQ(M/Li+i) is Q-torsion, and hence so is also Li/Lj+i for all t > A;,
by using [6, Lemma 2.1].

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M,Q e Mod-i?, ami /et

(0) -» M' X M ^ M" -H. (0)

6e on exact sequence of right R-modules. Then, if M is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-
artinian), so are also M' and M". If M e *(Q), and if both M' and M" are
Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian), so is also M.

PROOF. (I) Q-noetherian case. The first pa r t of the s tatement can be proved

by the s tandard discussion. Next, suppose tha t M € * ( Q ) and both M' and

M" are Q-noetherian. Let L be an .ft-submodule of M. <p(L) has a finitely

generated i2-submodule N = J27=i z*^ s u c ^ * n a t <PW/^ ls Q-torsion. Choose

Xi E L such tha t <p(xi) = Zi for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n . P u t K = X)" = 1 x»i2. On the other

hand, Lr\ip(M') has a finitely generated i?-submodule H — Y?jLi VjR s u c ^ ^ ^

[L D ip{M'))/H is Q-torsion. Then, since L n ^{N) = (L n V(M') ) + A", we

have the exact sequence as follows:

(0) -» ((L n t/>(M')) + * • ) / ( # + K ) - • L/(fl- + K) -»v=(L)/AT _» (0).
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Since L/(H + K) e *(Q) by Lemma 2.1, we have the exact sequence,

(0) - HomR(<p(L)/N,Q) - EomR(L/(H + K),Q)

- Hom«(((L n V(M')) + # ) / ( # + K), Q) -> (0).

Since ((L n V(Af')) + # ) / ( # + A") is a homomorphic image of (L n i/>(M'))/H,
((L D V(M')) + # ) / ( # + # ) is Q-torsion, too. Hence

, Q) = Homfl(((I D tf>(M')) + K)/(H + if), Q) = (0);

so EomR{L/{H + K),Q) = (0). Therefore L is Q-finitely generated. Hence M
is Q-noetherian.

(II) Q-artinian case. The first part can be proved by the standard discussion.
Next, suppose that M e V(Q) and both M' and M" are Q-artinian. let L\ D
i j 2 ^3 2 • •• be a descending chain of i?-submodules of M. Then for the
descending chain, LiDip(M') D L,2r\ip(M') D L3C\tp(M') D • • •, there exists an
integer k such that (Li(~)ip(M'))/(Li+i nip(M')) is Q-torsion for all i > k. And,
for the descending chain ^(Li) 2 ^(£2) 2 ^(^3) 2 • • •, there exists an integer
k' such that <p(Li)/<p(Li+i) is Q-torsion for all i > k'. Let n — max{fc, k'}.
Then for all i > n, let us consider the exact sequence as follows:

(0) - . ( ( ^ D V(M')) + Li+1)/Li+1 -> Li/Li +i -»(p{Li)/<p{Li+1) - (0).

Then we have the exact sequence,

(0) - Homfl(^(Li)/^(Li+i),g) - Homfl^/Li+x.Q)

-» Homfi(((Li DrP(M')) + Li+l)/Li+1,Q) - (0),

because Li/Li+i e *(<5). Since

((I. n V(M')) + Lj + 1)/Li +i a (Li n i>(M'))/((Li n v(M')) n Li+1)

i,Q) = (0).
Hence Homfl(Li/Li+i,Q) = (0), that is, Lj/Lj+i is Q-torsion for all i > n.
Therefore M is Q-artinian.

COROLLARY 3.5. LetM € *(<2). ///2 is a Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian)
ring, and if M is a Q-finitely generated right R-module, then M is Q-noetherian
(resp. Q-artinian).

PROOF. Since R is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian), every cyclic right R-
module is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian) by Proposition 3.4. By the assump-
tion there exists a finitely generated iZ-submodule M' of M such that M/M' is
Q-torsion. Put M' = XT"=1 X{R. Then XiR is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian).
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Since Q is M-injective, ©*_! x,R e *(Q) for all integer k such that 1 < ifc < n,
by Lemma 2.1. Let us consider the exact sequence,

0 -»• x\R -> xiR © x2R -> x2R -* (0).

Since X\R and x2R both are Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian), XiR © x2R is
Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian) by Proposition 3.4. By the similar discussion,
if x\R H h Xk-\R is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian), the exact sequence

(0) ->• xiR © • • • © Xk-iR - • xiR © • • • © ifc-i/2 © xkR -» zfc.R -> (0)
implies that zx.fi © • • • © XkR is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian) by Proposition
3.4. Thus, we can conclude that ©*=1 x^R for each k, in particular, ®"= 1 XiR
is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian). Next, since the map ip-®*=1XiR —• M'
defined by i/)(xiri,X2r2,•••,xnrn) = YZ=i xir*i 1S an -R-epimorphism, M' is Q-

noetherian (resp. Q-artinian) by Proposition 3.4. On the other hand, M/M' is
Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian) by Lemma 3.1. Hence the exact sequence

(0) -• Af' -> M -• M/M' -> (0)

implies that M is Q-noetherian (resp. Q-artinian) by Proposition 3.4, as desired.

4. Quasi-injective module Q such that R is Q-noetherian (Q-artinian)

Let M € Mod-R. If CM{R) = {IR Q RR\I = Annfi(X) for some subset X of
M} is noetherian (respectively artinian), then MR is said to be a E (respectively
A)-module. If an (a quasi-)injective right i?-module Q is a E (respectively A)-
module, then QR is said to be a E (respectively A)-(quasi-)injective module.
According to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, an injective right i2-module Q such that RR
is Q-noetherian (respectively Q-artinian) is exactly a E (respectively A)-injective
module. And, a quasi-injective right iZ-module Q such that R is Q-noetherian
(respectively Q-artinian) is E (respectively A)-quasi-injective. However, a E
(respectively A)-quasi-injective right i?-module Q does not necessarily satisfy
the condition for R to be Q-noetherian (respectively Q-artinian). In this section
we are concerned with a quasi-injective right .R-module Q such that R is Q-
noetherian or Q-artinian.

THEOREM 4 .1 . Let Q be a quasi-injective right R-module such that R is
Q-noetherian and S = End(Qj*). If MR is Q-finitely generated (in particular,
finitely generated) and M € *(Q), then sHomjj(M, Q) is coperfect.

PROOF. Since M is a Q-finitely generated right module over a Q-noetherian
ring R, M is Q-noetherian by Corollary 3.5. Hence CQ(M) is a noetherian
lattice by Lemma 3.2. Therefore sHom^M, Q) is coperfect by [6, Theorem 4.1]
or [2, Corollary 4.3].
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THEOREM 4 . 2 . Let Q be a quasi-injective, Q-finitely generated (in par-

ticular, finitely generated) right R-module such that R is Q-noetherian. Then

S = End(QR) w o semi-primary ring.

PROOF. In this case CQ(Q) is a noetherian lattice. Hence S is a semi-primary
ring by [2, Corollary 4.5].

COROLLARY 4.3. If Q is a quasi-injective, Q-finitely generated (in par-
ticular, finitely generated) right module over a right noetherian ring R, then
S = End(QR) is a semi-primary ring.

THEOREM 4.4. Let Q be a quasi-injective right R-module such that R is Q-
artinian and S = End(QR). If M is a Q-finitely generated (in particular, finitely
generated) right R-module and M e *((?), then SKOTO.R(M,Q) is noetherian.

PROOF. Since MR is a Q-finitely generated module over a Q-artinian ring
R,MR is Q-artinian by Corollary 3.5. Hence CQ(M) is an artinian lattice by
Lemma 3.3. According to [6, Theorem 4.3] or [2, Corollary 4.3], sEomR(M,Q)
is noetherian if and only if CQ(M) is artinian, as desired.

COROLLARY 4.5. Let Q be a quasi-injective, Q-finitely generated (in par-
ticular, finitely generated) right R-module such that R is Q-artinian. Then
S = End(QR) is a left noetherian ring.

THEOREM 4.6. Let Q be a quasi-injective right R-module such that R is
both Q-noetherian and Q-artinian and S = End(QR). // M is a Q-finitely
generated (in particular, finitely generated) right R-module and M e *(Q), then
gHomfl(M, Q) has finite length.

PROOF. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.4, sHomfl(M, Q) is coperfect and noetherian.
Therefore gHomfl(M, Q) has finite length.

COROLLARY 4.7. Let Q be a A-injective right R-module with S = End(QR).
If M is a Q-finitely generated (in particular, finitely generated) right R-module,
then sHom/j(M, Q) has finite length.

COROLLARY 4.8. Let Q be a quasi-injective, Q-finitely generated (in par-
ticular, finitely generated) right R-module such that R is both Q-noetherian and
Q-artinian. Then S = End(QR) is a left artinian ring. In particular, ifQ is a Q-
finitely generated (in particular, finitely generated) A-injective right R-module,
then S = End(QR) is a left artinian ring.
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REMARK. The latter part of Corollary 4.8 is due to Faith [3, Corollary 6.4]
and Nastasescu [10, Proposition 1.5].

THEOREM 4.9. Let U be a right R-module such that R is both U-noetherian
and U-artinian. If Q is a quasi-injective, U-torsionless, U-finitely generated
right R-module such that U is Q-injective, then S = End(Qfi) is a left artinian
ring.

PROOF. Since Q is a [/-finitely generated right module over a [/-noetherian
and [/-artinian ring R and since U is Q-injective, then QR is both [/-noetherian
and [/-artinian by Corollary 3.5. So Cu{Q) is a noetherian and artinian lattice
by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. On the other hand, since QR is [/-torsionless, every
Q-closed submodule of Q is also a [/-closed submodule of Q. Hence CQ(Q) is a
noetherian and artinian lattice, too. Thus, since QR is quasi-injective, QR has a
Q-composition series by [6, Theorem 2.6]. Therefore, according to [6, Theorems
2.8 and 3.4], we have lensS = Q — len QR = n for some integer n > 0, as desired.

COROLLARY 4 .10 (NASTASESCU [10, PROPOSITION 1.5]). Let U be a
A-injective right R-module. If Q is a quasi-injective, U-torsionless, U-finitely
generated right R-module, then S = End(QR) is a left artinian ring.

PROOF. Since UR is A-injective, R is a both [/-noetherian and [/-artinian
ring according to Miller-Teply's theorem in [7]. Hence the result follows directly
from Theorem 4.9.

LEMMA 4.11. Let Q be a quasi-injective right R-module such that R is Q-
artinian, and let us put T = Biend(Q#). Then T is a semi-primary ring and
QT is a A-injective module.

PROOF. In this case QR is A-quasi-injective by Lemma 3.3. Hence sQ has
finite length according to [4, Proposition 8.1], where S = End(Q#). Therefore
T = End(sQ) is a semi-primary ring. And, since QR is finendo and quasi-
injective, QT is injective (refer to [3, Proposition 19.18]). Since 5 = End(Qr))
it follows that QT is A-injective by [4, Corollary 7.5].

THEOREM 4.12. If Q is a noetherian, quasi-injective right R-module such
that R is Q-artinian, then we have the following assertions.

(1) S = End(<2i{) is o left artinian ring.
(2) T = Biend(<2fl) is a right artinian ring.

PROOF. (1) Since QR is noetherian, so is also QT- In particular, QT is
finitely generated. On the other hand, QT is A-injective by Lemma 4.11, and
S = End(Qr)- Hence S is a left artinian ring by Corollary 4.8.
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(2) In this case QR is A-quasi-injective, and so sQ has finite length by [4,
Proposition 8.1]. In particular, sQ is finitely gnerated. Thus, QT is a finendo,
faithful, injective module. So QT is compactly faithful by [3, Proposition 19.15],
that is TT "—* QT for some integer n > 1. Since QT is noetherian, QT, and hence
TT is noetherian. On the other hand, since T is a semi-primary ring by Lemma
4.11, T is a right artinian ring.

THEOREM 4 . 1 3 . If Q is an artinian, quasi-injective right R-module such
that R is Q-artinian, then we have the following assertions.

(1) S = End(Qfl) is a left artinian ring.
(2) T = Biend(<5i?) is a right artinian ring.

PROOF. In this case CQ(R) is an artinian lattice by Lemma 3.3. Since
Annjj(Q) = C\X€Q Annjj(z), there exist a finite number of elements zi , zg , . . . , zn

€ Q such that Aiuifl(Q) = C\"=i Annij(zi). Hence, if we put R = R/Awaji(Q),
RR <—> XiR ® x%R ® ••• ® xnR. Since x^R ® • • • ® xnR is an art inian right

.R-module, RR is artinian, too. Hence R is a right artinian ring. Since QR is
artinian, Q-^ is an artinian module over a right artinian ring R. Hence Q-^ is
also noetherian by [9, Corollary 1.3]. Thus, QR is noetherian. Therefore the
results follow directly from Theorem 4.12.

COROLLARY 4.14 (FAITH-NASTASESCU). Let Q be a A-injective right R-
module with S = End(Qfl) and T = Biend(Qfl). If QR is either noetherian or
artinian, then S is a left artinian ring and T is a right artinian ring.

COROLLARY 4.15. Let R be a right artinian ring. If Q is a noetherian (or
an artinian), quasi-injective right R-module, then S = End(Qij) is a left artinian
ring and T = Biend(Q/j) is a right artinian ring.

5. Endomorphism rings of quasi-projective, quasi-injective modules

THEOREM 5 .1 . IfQis a finitely generated projective, quasi-injective right
R-module such that R is Q-artinian, then S = End(Qij) is a left artinian ring.

PROOF. According to Corollary 4.5, S is a left noetherian ring. On the
other hand, since QR is A-quasi-injective in this case, sQ has finite length by
[4, Theorem 8.1]. Hence T = End(sQ) is a semi-primary ring. And, since QT is
finitely generated projective and S = End(Qr)5 S is a semi-primary ring, too,
by [5, Proposition 4.5]. Hence S is a left artinian ring.
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THEOREM 5.2. Let R be a left noetherian ring. If Q is a finitely generated
projective, quasi-injective, finendo right R-module, then S = End(Qje) is a left
artinian ring.

PROOF. In this case 5 is a left noetherian ring and sQ is finitely generated.
Hence sQ is noetherian. And, since QR is finendo and quasi-injective, QT is
injective by [3, Proposition 19.18], where T — Biend(Qfl). Hence QT is A-
injective according to [4, Proposition 8.1]. Thus, QT is a finitely generated
A-injective module with S = End(Qr). Therefore S is a left artinian ring by
Corollary 4.8.

THEOREM 5.3. Let Q be a quasi-projective, quasi-injective, artinian right
R-module. Then S = End(Q«) is a left artinian ring.

PROOF. Since QR is quasi-projective and artinian, 5 is a semi-primary ring by
[2, Corollary 4.14]. On the other hand, since QR is quasi-injective and artinian,
S is a left noetherian ring by [2, Corollary 4.4.] or [6, Corollary 4.4]. Hence S is
a left artinian ring.

THEOREM 5.4. Let Q be a quasi-projective, quasi-injective, noetherian right
R-module. Then S = End(Q#) is a right artinian ring.

PROOF. Since QR is quasi-injective and noetherian, 5 is a semi-primary
ring by [2, Corollary 4.5]. On the other hand, since QR is quasi-projective and
noetherian, S is a right noetherian ring by [2, Corollary 4.12]. Hence S is a right
artinian ring.

COROLLARY 5.5. LetQ be a quasi-projective, quasi-injective, noetherian or
artinian, right R-module such that R is Q-artinian. Then S = End(Qij) is a
left and right artinian ring.

PROOF. First, suppose that QR is noetherian. Then S is a right artinian ring
by Theorem 5.4, while S is a left artinian ring by Theorem 4.12. Next, consider
the case where QR is artinian. As has been shown in the proof of Theorem 4.13,
QR is necessarily noetherian. Hence the result is due to the first case.

Note. In connection with Theorems 4.12 and 4.13, it should be noticed that
in general, if Q is a quasi-injective right it-module having the right artinian
biendomorphism ring T, Q is necessarily injective as a right T-module. Indeed,
since Q is a faithful right module over a right artinian ring T, QT is compactly
faithful according to a result of Beachy [12, Proposition 1] (see also Vamos [13]).
On the other hand, since any quasi-injective module QR remains quasi-injective
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as a module over T = Biend(Qjj), QT is compactly faithful and quasi-injective.
Therefore QT is injective by [3, Proposition 19.15], as desired.

The author would like to express his thanks to the referee who has suggested
the above comment.

Addendum

We are able to strengthen Corollary 4.5. Under the same assumption as in
Corollary 4.5 we can conclude that S = End(Qjj) is a left artinian ring. For,
since R is also Q-noetherian by [4, Theorem 7.1], it follows by Theorems 4.2 and
4.4 that S is both semi-primary and left noetherian. Hence S is left artinian.
Thus, our Corollary 4.8 is needless.
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